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We study the group of cohomology automorphisms of homogeneous spaces with positive Euler 
characteristics and prove a conjecture posed by Glover and Mislin. Our method is based on the 
analysis of the Lie algebra of the automorphism group and the properties of invariant polynomials 
of Weyl group. 
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1. Introduction and main results 
Let G be a compact connected simple Lie group and U be a closed subgroup of 
the maximal rank. We study the group Aut H*( G/ U, C), the group of degree 
preserving algebra automorphisms of the cohomology ring of G/ U with complex 
coefficients. The grading automorphisms 
g(c): H*(G/U, C)+H*(G/U, C) 
are defined by g(c)(x) = cix for ‘x E H2’( G/ U, C). The group Aut H*( G/ U, C) is 
an algebraic group defined over C. The identity component of Aut H*( G/ U, C) in 
the classical topology and one in the Zariski topology coincide (see [9, pp. 2-31). 
We study the Lie algebra of Aut H*(G/ U, C) and obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem A. The identity component of Aut H*( G/ U, C) is equal to the subgroup of 
grading autornorphisms and is isomorphic to C*, the multiplicative group of complex 
numbers. 
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It is conjectured by Glover and Mislin [5] that Aut H*( G/ U, C) is generated by 
grading automorphisms and automorphisms induced by the action of some subgroup 
of Weyl group of G, if G/ U is a generalized flag manifold 
F(n1,. . * 3 nk) = SU(n)/S(U(n,) x . * ’ x U(n,)), n=n,+ .** +r&. 
Partial results were obtained by Brewster and Homer [2], Hoffman and Homer [7] 
and Ewing and Liulevicius [4]. 
We give an affirmative answer to the conjecture by combining with Theorem A 
and the properties of basic polynomial invariants of W(G) together with an elemen- 
tary Galois theory, precisely 
Theorem B. Let G be a compact connected simple Lie group which is not of type D,, 
and U be the closed subgroup of the maximal rank. Then 
(i) Aut H*(G/ U, k) is generated by Nwccj( W( U))/ W( U) and grading 
automorphisms. 
(ii) If G is of type A, or E6, then 
Aut H*( G/ U, k) = NWcGj( W( U))/ W( U) x k*, 
here k denotes one of the fields Q, R, or C. k” denotes the multiplicative group of k 
and N,(B) denotes the normalizer of B in A. 
2. The identity component 
First we recall Borel’s result [l] on the cohomology ring of G/ U. Let T be a 
common maximal torus of G and U, on which Weyl groups W(G) and W(U) act 
usually. Then by the result of Chevalley, the cohomology ring of the classifying 
space BG is isomorphic to the polynomial ring 
H*(BG, k)- H*(BT, k)W(G)= k[l,, . . . , I,] 
where AHdenotes the invariant parts by H, k is a field of characteristic zero, and 
n is a rank of G. We arrange I,, . . . , I, so that 
degI,< ..a SdegI,. (2.1) 
Similarly 
H*(BU, k)= H*(BT, k)w(u)- k[J,, . . . , Jn]. 
The natural inclusion i*: H*(BG, k) + H*(BU, k) is injective. If we identify 
H*( BG, k) and its image of i*, we can regard I,, . . . , I, to be a polynomial of 
J J l,..-, II* 
Proposition 2.1 [ 11. (i) H”( G/ U, k) = k[ J, , . . . , J”]/ (I,, . . . , I,,) as graded ring. 
(ii) H*(BU, k) is a free H*(BG, k)-module of rank (W(G)/ W( U)]; here 1 1 
denotes the cardinality. 
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Now we study the Lie algebra of algebraic group Aut H*(G/ U, C). The Lie 
algebra of Aut H*(G/ U, C) is a set of degree preserving C-derivations of 
H*(G/ U, C), namely 
Der,(H*(Gl u, C)) 
={XE End,(H*(Gl U, C)))X(f. g) 
= X(f) . g +f. Xk),f, g E H*(GI u, ‘31, 
here Endc denotes the set of degree preserving C-linear maps. For a proof see [8, 
pp. 76-771. 
Let X be an element of Der& H*( G/ U, C)). Then X can be lifted to a C- 
derivation 
2: C[J,) . . . ) Jn]+ C[J,, . . . ) Jn] 
such that 
X(Ii)E(i, 9.s.) In), i=l,..., n (2.2) 
and X induces X on H*( G/ U, C). 2 is determined by its value on J,, . . . , J,,. 
From (2.2) we have 
By Cramer’s law 
det _%(A)E(I ,,..., I,,), j=l,..., n. 
Using the results of Coxeter, Kostant et al. and (ii) of Proposition 2.1 we can prove 
the following result (see [ll] for details). 
Proposition 2.2. det(aI,/aJ,) is not contained in any associated prime ideal of 
(JI,..., In-1). (Note that I,, . . . , 1, are arranged as in (2.1).) 
Remark 2.3. If we embed CIJ1,. . . , Jn]-+ H*(BT, C), then the ideal (I,, . . . , I,,)’ = 
~~=, Ik. H*(BT, C) is an intersection of prime ideals on which W(G) acts transi- 
tively (see Proposition 3.1 of [lo]). We can also prove Proposition 2.2 from this fact. 
By Proposition 2.2 we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. If 2 satis$es 
Z(&)E(I ,,.. .,I”_,), i=l,.. ., n, 
then X is 0 derivation. 
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Next lemma shows that the correspondence 
z: Ji+]J,l*Ji, i=l,..., n 
induces a C-derivation Z of H”(G/ U, C), where Ial denotes j for a E H”(GI U, C). 
Lemma 2.5 (Euler’s identity). 
Proof. Differentiate both sides of the identity 
&Cf "I' * J,, . . . P”’ . Jn) = t”L’ . Ii(_rl, . . . ) J”) 
bytandsett=l. q 
Now we prove Theorem A. Let X be a degree preserving C-derivation of 
H*(G/ U, C). Then 2 has the following form 
J?(I,) = al, + h, 
where aE.C and hE(I,,..., In-,). There is a complex number b such that 
bZ( I,) = al,. 
Then the C-derivation 2 - b_f satisfies 
(%bi)(I,)E(I ,,..., I,_,). 
Hence by Theorem 2.4 X and b,?? induces the same derivation on H*( G/ U, C). 
This shows that the Lie algebra of Aut H*(G/ U, C) is spanned by Z and hence 
one dimensional. 
The subgroup of grading automorphisms, being isomorphic to C*, is one 
dimensional and contained in the identity component. Since the correspondence 
between closed connected subgroup and its Lie algebra is 1 - 1 in connected algebraic 
group over C (see [8, Theorem, p. 87]), the proof of Theorem A is finished. 
3. Proof of Theorem B 
First we show the following 
models. 
Lemma by using Sullivan’s theorem of minimal 
Lemma 3.1. Let T be a graded algebra automorphism of k[J, , . . . , J,]/( I,, . . . , I,,). 
Then T is one induced from graded algebra automorphism of k[J, , . . . , J,,]; here k is 
a jield of characteristic 0. 
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Proof. Let A* be a differential graded-commutative algebra (abbreviated to DGA) 
over k defined by 
k[J,, . . . , J,IOE(.YI,. . .v an) 
with dJ,=O, dyi=Ii, i=l,..., n, here E( ) denotes the exterior algebra. Then A* 
is a free DGA with H*(A*, d) = H*( G/ U, k). By Sullivan’s result [13, Theorem 
2.21 we can decompose 
as DGA, where rn* is a minimal model of A* and C* is a contractable DGA. If 
we denote the symmetric part of m” and C* by S( V) and S( C,), then k[J,, . . . , J,,] = 
S( V)OS( C,). Since G/ U is a formal space [13, p. 317, (ii)-(v)] my is isomorphic 
to a minimal model of H*( G/ U, k) with d = 0. Then m* = S( V) 0 E ( W) with dv = 0 
for u E V and dw E S( V) for w E W, and there is a DGA map p : m* + H*( G/ U, k) 
such that p induces the identity on cohomology. In this case note that the restriction 
of p on S(V) is surjective. Let u be an element of V, then there is an element u’ in 
S(V) such that p(d) = Tp(v). We define f(v) = v’. Let w be an element of W then 
dw E S( V). Since p?(dw) = Tp(dw) = 0, there is an element w’ E m* such that dw’ = 
p?(dw). We define F(w) = w’. We do the above process for bases of V and W and 
extend linearly and multiplicatively. Then we have a DGA automorphism T: m* + 
m* such that pf = Tp and ?(S( V)) = S(V). Hence by restricting TOId? on 
NJ,, . . , J,,] we have desired automorphism. 0 
In Lemma 3.1 we consider the case when k = C and T is of finite order. Let DH’ 
be a set of decomposable elements of H’( G/ U, C). Then T( DH’) = DH’ and since 
T is semisimple we can T-invariant subspace V’ which is complement to DH’. 
Then by way of the construction of minimal model we have S( OiVi)@ E ( W). Let 
f= T on 0 V’ and the same way as the proof of Lemma 3.1 we have DGA 
automorphism ? such that T( S( 0 Vi)) = S( 0 V’) and TIS( 0 Vi) is of finite order. 
Remark. In general the existence of DGA automorphism T: m* + m* such that 
pf = Tp is guaranteed by Corollary 1.5 of [3]. 
By Proposition 2.1 (ii) C[J, , . . . , J,,] is a free C[I, , . . . , I,,]-module of rank 
a’ = 1 W(G)/ WC WI. 
Lemma 3.2. Let {b; , . . . , b,} be a set of homogeneous elements which forms a basis 
for C-vector space C[ J, , . . . , J,,]/( I,, . . . , I,,). Then for any representative b, of b;, 
inC[J,,. . ., J,,],{bl,.. ., b,}formsabasisofC[J ,,.. ., J,,] asC[I,,.. . , I,,]-module. 
Proof. (Compare [6, Lemma 3.31). Let M be a submodule spanned by b,, . . . , bd_ 
We prove by induction on degree to show C[Ji, . . . , Jn], = Mj, where A, denotes 
degree j part of A. If j = 0, it is clear. Suppose j > 0 and f E C[ J, , . . . , J,,], then we 
can write 
f = cibz +ftik 
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where ci E C and fk is an element of C[Z, , . . . , I,] which has positive degree. Then 
gk has a degree smaller than j. By inductive assumption gk E IVZ, hence f~ M. •i 
Let S be an element of Aut H*( G/ U, C). Since the number of connected com- 
ponents of Aut H*( G/ U, C) is finite, there is a positive integer N such that 
SN = g(c) for some c E C* by Theorem A. So we can choose CUE C” such that 
(S 0 g(c,))N = Id. Then we lift T = S 0 g(cJ to ?, an element of Aut C[J,, . . . , J,,], 
by the method of Lemma 3.1. By the statement below the proof of Lemma 3.1 we 
may assume r? is also of finite order. 
Proposition 3.3. Let T be an automorphism of C[J,, . . . , J,,] such that T(I,) E 
(II,..., In) (i=l,..., n). Suppose T is ofJinite order then 
T( Ii) = aili 
for some ai E C* with lail = 1. 
Proof. First we note that G is not of type D,. Hence the degree of basic polynomial 
invariants satisfies 
deg I,<deg I,< - * ’ <deg I,. (3.1) 
We prove by induction on i. If i = 1 then it is clear T( I,) = u1 I, for some a, E C*. 
Since T is of finite order Iail = 1. Assume that for j s i - 1 we have 
T( I,) - eie,h. (3.2) 
By (3.1) we can write 
T(Zi)=Cozl,+C_@j, 
I i 
where b,, . . . , b, is a basis as a C[ I,, . . . , I,,]-module and h E C[ I,, . . . , Ii_,]. Since 
T is of finite order, there is a positive integer N such that 
Ii=; TN(Ii)=aNIi+; TNp’(_$)TN-‘(bj). 
Then by (3.2) TN-‘(A) is an element of C[I,, . . 
are positive elements and form a part of basis of Cl;, 
I,-,]. Since TN-‘(bj) in the sum 
, . . .,J,]asafreeC[Z,,. .., Z,]- 
module by Lemma 3.2, we have 
a;=1, TN-‘(J) = 0. 
This implies 4 = 0. Cl 
Proposition 3.4. Let T be as in Proposition 3.3. Then 
T(Ii) = e”“l’Z;, i = 1,. . . , n 
for some constant 0 E R. 
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Proof. We prove the proposition when G is of type A,,. Other cases can be easily 
proven by similar method. In case of type A, it is known that Ii is in degree 2i part. 
We take new basic W(SU(n + l))-’ invariant polynomials as follows: 
& 
1 
&+I;, if i is even, 
Ii+Z,.li-,, ifiisodd. 
Then Proposition 3.3 also holds for f,, . . . , f,,. Hence we have ai = e”‘q’ for some 
constant 0. 0 
Now we complete the proof of Theorem B. Let S be an element of 
Aut H*( G/ U, C). Then we can choose c0 E C* so that T = S 0 g( c,,) and its lifting 
f to Aut C[J,, . . . , .I,,] are of finite order. Hence by Proposition 3.4 ?(I,) = ei”k’@lk 
for some constant 8. Let g(c) be an element of Aut C[J,, . . . , Jn] defined by 
g(c)(&) = clJJJ. i = 1 I, 9 . . . 9 n. Then we can choose t$ so that 
Tg(e”“)( Ik) = Ik, k = 1, . . . , n. (3.3) 
Let H*(BT”, C) = C[x,, . . . , x,,], where T” is a maximal torus of G. Then the 
rational function field C(x, , . . . , x,) is a finite Galois extension of C(Z,, . . . , I,,). 
Then by (3.3) we can extend A = T 0 g(eioo) to a C(I,, . . . , I,,)-automorphism of 
C(x,, . . . , x,). Since the Galois group is W(G), A is equal to a restriction of some 
element w in W(G). As A is an automorphism of C[J,, . . .,Jn], w is in 
NWcG)( W( U))/( W( U)). Thus we proved (i) of Theorem B for k = C. If S is an 
element of Aut H*( G/ U, k) with k = Q or R, S can be extended to an element of 
Aut H*(G/ U, C). Then in the above argument co is in k* and T is defined on 
H*(G/ U, k). From the construction in Lemma 3.1 T is defined on K[J,, . . . , J,,]. 
In this case e”o= *l in (3.3) and hence A is also defined on k[J,, . . . , Jn]. Since 
the action of the Weyl group is defined on Q[J,, . . , J,,] we complete the proof of 
(i) of Theorem B. 
We show (ii) of Theorem B. Let Grk = {g(c)lcE k*} and we define a map 
(o: NWcG)( W( U))/ W( U) x Grk + Aut H*( G/ U, k) 
by cp(w, g) = wg. Since Grk commutes with any element of NWcG,( W( U))/ W(U) 
9 is a group homomorphism. By (i) of Theorem B cp is surjective. Let ( wO, go) be 
in the kernel of cp. Then w0 = g,’ = g(c) for some c E k*. If c f 1, g(c) does not fix 
Ik for llk( = 2k + 1. There are actually basic invariant polynomials of odd degree if 
G is of type A,, or E6. Hence cp is injective and the proof of (ii) in Theorem B is 
completed. 
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